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Teaching notes on 14.02 Questions 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To look at various ways of asking questions in Latin. In this lesson, we’ll 
encounter six new words that help us turn Latin statements into Latin questions. 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid tibi 
mensis natalis est?’ [‘What month were you born in?’ – literally ‘What is the birth month for 
you?’]. Pupils can answer, ‘[month] mihi mensis natalis est.’ [‘ [month] is my birth month’], 
choosing from the months on the list (which are similar and in some cases identical to their 
English equivalents). 

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game of Word Roots Challenge introducing some new Latin vocabulary that we’ll 
be using in this unit and some ambitious English derivative words. Displayed around the 
screen are some new Latin words. 

On mouse-click, an English derivative (and its definition) of one of these Latin words will 
appear on the screen. Pupils have to work out from which one the English word is derived. 
On second mouse-click, the English word will make its way to its root word. As an extension, 
pupils can explain the connection between the root word and its English derivative, or even 
think of more English words deriving from the Latin ones. Pupils can also identify to which 
word class these new words belong.  

Slides 3-8 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences including vocabulary new to this unit and also previously 
unencountered. The oral verb rehearsals no longer feature, but a reminder of all the tense 
endings we’ve met so far will stay at the bottom of the screen. On mouse-click on each slide, 
a new word or words will appear in the New Words box. the new, glossed words are 
underlined and are predominantly question words, which we’ll be exploring more in-depth 
in this lesson: 

Slide 3: quando villam matris visitavisti? [When did you visit the mother’s house?] 

Slide 4: frater nihil scit sed soror docta est! ubi est soror? [The brother knows nothing but 
the sister is clever! Where is the sister?] n.b. ‘nihil’ is one of the few Latin words that does 
not change its ending when it is the object of the verb. 

Slide 5: cur vita non semper aequa est? non scio [Why is life not always fair? I don’t know.] 

Slide 6: rex dixit, “quis cantat? noli cantare! veto!” [The king said, “Who is singing? Don’t 
sing! I forbit (it)!”] 
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Slide 7: quid dicebas? non audivi [What were you saying? I didn’t hear.] 

Slide 8: quomodo ignis maximus urbem delevit? [How did the very big fire destroy the city?] 

Slides 9-14 

🤓💬 These slides revisit the Quick Fire Sentences we’ve just translated and get the 
pupils to identify the question word in each of the sentences. On mouse-click the question 
word will be ‘captured’ in the box on the right-hand side. The question words are: 

• quando – when 
• ubi - where 
• cur - why 
• quis - who 
• quid - what 
• quomodo – how 

Students may notice that most question words in Latin start with ‘qu-‘, a little like how many 
English question words start with ‘wh-.’ 

📝 The class is then cued onto the worksheet, where they choose a question word to 
complete a Latin sentence, and then translate the sentence. N.B. there are multiple possible 
answers. 

Slide 15 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 What English word can you think of that come from the Latin ‘ignis’ meaning 
‘fire’? [ignite, ignition, reignite] 

Question 2 What do many Latin question words start with? [‘Qu-‘] Can you think of any 
examples and what they mean? [quis – who, quid – what, quomodo – how, quando – when] 

Question 3 quid Latine est ⚖  ? [aequus/aequa] 


